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Logistics 
!  Approximately 60 minutes.
!  Intended for experienced users of Orion.
!  Topics based on questions you sent in.
!  Webinar is being recorded and available for viewing online.
!  Please ask questions.

!  Use GoTo Meeting’s Chat Box.

Please mute your phone.



Good Things to Remember 

! All license holders have access to the latest 
version of Orion.
!  We update Orion about once a month.
!  Encourage users to update their software.

! Online Results is included in your license.

As a license holder you are 
entitled to all upgrades.



Match Properties 

! Match Favorites
! Setting up Mens/Women’s Air Rifle / Air Pistol
! Setting up multiple team events
! Alternatives to using barcode labels



Match Favorites 

!  A Match Favorite 
allows you to save the 
settings for a Match, 
and reuse those 
settings in a new 
match later.

!  Creating a Match from 
a Favorite is done from 
the new Welcome 
Screen.



Creating Matches from 
Favorites 



Men’s Women’s Air 
Rifle / Air Pistol 

! Problem Background:
!  USAS competitions men shoot 60 shots, women 

shoot 40.
! Two solutions:

!  Set up two different matches, one for men and 60 
shots and one for women 40 shots.

!  Set up one match, 60 shots, and turn on Gender 
category

!  http://www.orionresults.com/team/MatchPage.aspx?MatchID=1.2100.713014900.0



Multiple Team Events 

! Problem Background: One event with multiple 
team vs team sub competitions.

! Two solutions:
!  Set up multiple Matches one each for the different 

team competitions.
•  Recommended to use different starting competitor 

numbers.
!  DEMO: Set up one match, and use custom 

category to group team events



Alternatives to 
Barcode Labels 

! DEMO: Autoscore for single bull targets
! Text based Name Abbreviation



Text Based Competitor 
Numbers 

!  Intended for practice, replacing barcode labels.
!  Still recommended to use barcode labels for matches.

!  Orion assigns a text based competitor number, based on the 
athletes name.
!  e.g. “ERIK” or “EKA”
!  Use membership fields to make the competitor number constant.

!  Athletes fill in the bubbles, at the top of the target, with their 
competitor number, position and series.

!  Orion reads the competitor number, as if it was a barcode 
label.



Common Scanner Issues 

! Reinstalling drivers
! Resetting scanner drivers
! Cleaning your scanner
! When to rescan a target



Reinstalling Drivers 

! Demo



Resetting scanner 
Drivers 

!  “targets were scanned in backwards.”
!  Demo



Cleaning Your Scanner 
!  Open you scanner to 

clean.
!  Between relays or series 

of targets use canned air 
to blow out any debris.

!  At the start of the day, use 
a dry clean cloth to wipe 
down the scanner lines.

!  If your scanner 
continuously double feeds, 
the roller kit may need to 
be cleaned or replaced.



You really need to clean 
your scanner when… 

!  Vertical lines show up 
on your scanned 
target images.

!  Scanner glass 
NEEDS to be 
cleaned.



When to rescan a 
target 

!  General rule is never 
rescan a target.

!  Scanned upside down.
!  Obvious deformity.
!  Double feed.

!  Roller kit may need 
replacing.



Common Scoring Issues 

!  Increasing / decreasing number of threads.
!  Internal cross-fires



Auto-Score 
Performance 
!  Smallbore and multi-shot 

scoring takes a long time.
!  Adjust number of shots 

per aiming bull.
!  Match the number of 

auto-score threads to 
number of cores.

!  Go to Run (win key + R) 
type in msinfo32.exe

!  Demo



Internal Cross-Fires 

! Marking Shots as Internal Cross fires
! Assigning penalties for excessive internal 

cross fires
! DEMO



Navigation Controls 

! Coming in next release
! SHIFT + DOWN: Open next unviewed target.
! SHIFT + UP: Open previously viewed target.
! SHIFT + LEFT: View next shot.
! SHIFT + RIGHT: View previous shot



Cloud Backup 

! Setting up
! Restoring



Cloud Backup 
!  Orion can backup both Athlete 

Database and Match files to 
Cloud (offsite) storage.

!  Recommended to always 
backup at least your match 
files.
!  Include Images files If you have 

a good Internet connection.
!  Automatically backs up data 

every 15 minutes.
!  Data files can easily be 

restored if needed.
!  Requires free update to 

license. 



Cloud Backup 

! Database
!  DEMO: Setup and restoration

! Match
!  DEMO: Setup and restoration
!  Restore match directory
!  Restore old version of match data file



Moving Orion to a New 
Computer 

! Download and installed software.
!  Install the license within Orion.

!  Call Orion’s support for a new download code.
!  Install the scanner drivers.
! Restore database from cloud backup.
! Optional: Restore matches from cloud 

backup.



Virtual Matches 

! Use cases
! Creating a Virtual Match
! Adding children



What is a Virtual Match? 



Uses for Virtual Matches 

!  Two, or more, teams 
competing against each 
other.

!  Multi-venue competition.
!  JO State championships

!  Regional match model.
!  Large match.
!  Merge results from 

heterogeneous scoring 
systems.

!  League play.



Creating a Virtual match 
!  To create the parent click on
!  DEMO: ‘Create Virtual Match’ 

from Welcome Screen
!  Or ‘File’ -> ‘New Match’ -> ‘Create 

a New Virtual Match Parent’
!  Match Properties get inherited 

by children. Therefore its critical 
to check and double check 
properties at the time you save 
them.

!  DEMO: To add children click on 
‘Match’ -> ‘Virtual Match 
Children’
!  Can only add Orion users who 

have a valid license and enabled 
Result Center.



Downloading a Child 
Match 
!  DEMO: Download from the 

Welcome Screen
!  Alternatively: ‘File’ -> ‘New Match’ -> 

‘Download a Virtual Match Child’
!  May only download a VM Child 

once.
!  Parent may add the same Orion 

account multiple times to a VM.
!  Can not download after the End 

Date.
!  Have until 2 days after the End 

Date to upload results.
!  Distributed Stat Office: VM Parent 

has no control over the VM 
children.



Reporting Scores to CMP 
from a Virtual Match 

!  Problem Background: Match Director has a 
competition with multiple locations. Common with EIC 
or JO State Championships. 
!  Want a single online result list.
!  Want to report scores as a single match.
!  But can’t report scores from a VM to CMP.

!  Solution: Create two matches.
!  Create a Virtual Match for purpose of a unified online 

result.
!  Create a second match, not to be listed online, to manually 

merge results and use it to report scores to CMP.



League Administration 

! Creating a League
! Adding Teams to a League
! Creating the Schedule

!  Automated Round Robin
!  Manually adding games

! Releasing Games
! Declaring the Winner
! Game Recap



COACHING ANALYSIS 



Reviewing Test Answers 

!  Assign the Master Answer 
Sheet to a participant 
(which could be a coach).

!  Individual Score Sheet, 
for that athlete, will list 
what percent each each 
question’s answer was 
answered.

!  Can help identify general 
knowledge deficiencies in 
your team.



In-Program Analysis 
Shot Group 
Analysis is now 
internal to Orion 

Click (or double 
click) on a score to 
see the analysis. 



Group Analysis Theory 

!  Score is only one 
metric, and often a poor 
one, describing a 
shooter’s performance.

!  Orion’s alternative: 
Analyze the shot group 
for more meaningful 
performance-oriented 
metrics.

Example: A shooter’s score 
may be derived from: 

1) Area and 2) shape of group. 

3) Center of group. 

With each component describing 
certain characteristics about  
the shooter’s performance. 



Area and Shape of Group 
!  Hypothesis: Group area is a better 

metric to measure a shooter’s 
performance because it strongly 
influenced by the shooters inner 
position. The shape of the group 
is influenced by the shooter’s 
exterior position.

!  Area measured in mm2.
!  Statistical representation of the shot 

group.
!  Modeled after a bivariant normal 

distribution.
!  Roundness is a ratio.

!  1.0 is perfectly round.

Major Axis. 

Minor Axis. 

Area (shaded region) 

Roundness =  
Major axis 
Minor axis  



Center of Group 
!  Distance from center of aiming 

bull to center of group. 
Measure in mm.

!  For new shooters, learning to 
center their group is a major 
challenge.

!  Experiment: Tell a new 
shooter his or her only goal is 
to center their group. Will force 
them to:
!  Call their shots; pay more 

attention to sight picture.
!  Correlate shot call to shot 

placement to make sight 
adjustments.



Analysis Engine 



Questions 

Office Hours and Contact Information 
Monday through Friday 10AM – 6PM 

Saturday : 9 AM – 4PM 
703 596 0099

support@shooterstech.net 

www.orionscoringsystem.com/bbgunleague 
www.orionscoringsystem.com/airrifleleague 

facebook.com/orionscoring 
facebook.com/BBGunLeague 
facebook.com/AirRifleLeague 


